
Risk Disclosure Statement 
 

 

Dear clients:  

       

While you may enjoy relevantly high profits from your investments in 
the trading of the rights and interests of carbon emissions, major 
pollutant discharges and etc. (hereinafter referred to as ”emissions”), 
there are also significant risks associated with it. This Statement 
provides information based on the laws, regulations, administrative 
rules and relevant business codes of CEEX in order to help you better 
understand the associated risks. Please read it carefully. Before you 
start the procedure of account opening and trading in CEEX, you will 
need to sign this Statement. Risks associated with the trading of 
emissions include but not limited to aspects below:  
One  Macroeconomic risks: fluctuations in the emissions market as a 
result of the changes of macro-economic situations in China, other 
countries and regions or changes in emissions markets of other 
countries and regions may increase the possibility of losses in your 
investments which you have to bear.   
Two Policy Risks price volatility of the emissions market and loss of 
allowances due to changes of the national laws, regulations and 
policies, revisions of the CEEX rules and regulation, and emergency 
measures taken.  
Three Technical Risks: deal making, settlement and delivery, market 
quotation and funds transfer all rely on electronic communication and 
computer technologies which may fall victim to network hackers or 
computer virus; at the same time, defects are also possible in 
communication technologies, computer technologies and the use of 
associated software, which can result in risks included but not limited 
to the list below   
1. Trading system malfunction or even breakdown caused by 
uncontrolled and unpredictable failures in the system, equipment, 
communication, power, network and others, which may result in 



delays, interrupts, data errors or other situations in your transaction 
orders or funds transfer orders.  

2.Trading system malfunctions due to internet hackers and 
computer virus which causes failures in transaction or funds transfer 
and errors or delays in market quotation. 

3.Delays, interrupts, errors or unfinished data due to 
communication congestion or other reasons may result in delays and 
interrupts in on-line transaction and funds transfer.   

4.Transaction failure or fault due to mal-operation, caused by the 
lack of experience in on-line trading.  

5.Pass word being stolen or misused by others. 

Four Risks uncontrolled by CEEX: force majeure like earthquakes, 
typhoon, fire, flood, wars, plagues, social instabilities and etc. 
Computer, system, communication, network failures and equipment 
or power breakdown can all disable your transaction and result in 
losses or inconvenience which you will bear.   
Four Other Risks: losses due to malicious operation of unauthorized 
people or hackers when you fail to timely quit the system after 
operating. Losses result from your bad investment decision-making or 
other reasons. Losses result from malicious transaction by your trustee 
in your negligence. All of the mentioned losses will be your own 
responsibility.   

 For the emissions market, risk is ubiquitous in all areas. There are 
both chances of winning and losing.  This Statement is unable to tell 
you every risk associated with emissions trading or all information 
about the market. Therefore, it is your responsibility to have a 
comprehensive understanding of laws and regulations on emissions 
trading, rules of CEEX on trading; you should also have an objective 
judgement on your own capabilities in dealing with economic loss, 
risk control and for individual investors, your physical and mental 
strength in times of losses. Please do take extra care and think twice 
when you make the decision.  
Be prudent when you enter the market! 
I, on behalf of the company (myself), have read and fully understand 



the contents of the Risk Disclosure Statement above.  
(Please write down the text underlined above) 
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Agreement 
 

Party A: 
Party B: China Emissions Exchange 
Shenzhen Company Limited 
According to the Contract Law of the People’s Republic of China, relevant 
laws, rules and regulations, as well as relevant business rules of China 
Emissions Exchange Shenzhen (hereinafter referred to as CEEX) and 
other regulations, the Agreement has been achieved by Party A and 
Party B regarding the transaction, settlement of funds and other aspects 
of the rights and interests on carbon emissions and major pollutant 
discharge and etc. (hereinafter referred to as”emissions”). The 
Agreement shall be abided by both parties. Both parties have carefully 
read all provisions in the Agreement and have committed to fulfil rights 
and obligations pursuant to the Agreement accordingly.   
Risk Reminder: Emissions trading is risky! Please be fully aware of 
risks in trading and prudent in your investment. Please carefully read 
and fully understand this Agreement as well as relevant CEEX 
business rules.  

Chapter One Declaration and Commitment of  Both Parties  

Article One Party A has made the following declarations and 
commitments to Party B:  

1. Party A is legally qualified to trade emissions with no prohibited or 
restricted conditions in investing in the emissions market by laws, 
regulations, rules or relevant business rules of CEEX. 

2. Party A guarantees the authenticity, accuracy, integrity, legitimacy 
of all documents and information provided to Party B during the term 
of the Agreement and ensures the legitimacy in the source of its funds 
or emissions. 

3. Party A guarantees that all subjects of trading in its account are 
legal and effective, with no disputable rights of ownership or 
disposition; it also guarantees that subjects of trading do not have any 
restrictions and are exempted from any recourse by a third-party.  

4. Party A has read and fully understands the Risk Disclosure 



Statement provided by Party B; Party A clearly understands and is 
willing to accept risks from investing in the emissions market. Party A 
has carefully read all provisions of this Agreement and accurately 
understands the meanings of them, especially the exceptions of Party 
Bs liability.  

5. Party A agrees to comply with relevant laws, rules and regulations 
of emissions market and relevant business rules of CEEX. 

6. Party A agrees to comply with this Agreement and all business rules 
and management regulations of Party B and their amendments. 

Article Two Party B has made the following declarations and 
commitments to Party A:  

1. Party B is a legally established exchange for emissions trading and is 
qualified to provide trading business services accordingly; it has also 
implemented the third-party deposit and custody of funds from its 
clients in transaction and settlement.  

2. Party B has met all prerequisites in emissions trading business and is 
able to provide services to Party A in the trading of emissions.  

3. Party B has committed to abide by laws, rules and CEEX regulations 
and will only conduct businesses within the scope approved by the 
relevant government authority. Party B will not guarantee, in any forms, 
the gains or losses of its clients and will not fabricate or spread any false 
information to mislead investors, or tempt its clients to do unnecessary 
trading of emissions.  

4. Party B has committed to abide by this Agreement and provide Party 
A emissions trading services pursuant to this Agreement.  

Chapter Two Subjects of  the Agreement  

Article Three Subjects of the agreement. Following services are 
provided by Party B to Party A: 

1. Accept and implement legal and effective transaction orders given by 
Party A.  

2. Provide settlement and delivery of funds and emissions services to 
Party A. 

3. Accept Party A’s enquiries of its transaction orders, transactions, 



funds in funds account and status of emissions in equity account.  
Provide corresponding lists as required by Party A.  

4. Other matters agreed by both parties.  

5. Other services required by the relevant supervisory institutions.  

Chapter Three Elements of  Trading  

Article Four: Trading time. As per CEEX regulation, time of trading is as 
below (not including statutory holidays and closing days that have been 
announced by Party B in advance.  

Beijing Time Monday to Friday 09:30--15:30 

   Trading time is subject to CEEX system time. CEEX may adjust 
trading time as per relevant regulations and announce the adjustment 
on its official website (www.cerx.cn). Party A shall be constantly 
aware of any updates. Party B will also timely notify Party A however 
the notification does not fall into Party Bs obligations.  
Article Five: Subjects of Trading. Trading varieties offered by Party B 
include carbon emissions allowances, CERs, VERs, COD Pollution 
Index and their derivatives.  
 Party A shall apply for permission to trade each of the varieties. Party 
B reviews and approves Party A’s applications as per relevant rules.  
Party B has the right to adjust tradable varieties of Party A as per 
relevant national policies and CEEX regulations.  

Article Six: Trading Methods. Methods offered by Party B include on-
line auction, live auction, electronic trading by agreement and 
transfer by agreement.  Other trading methods will be offered 
provided that they are permitted by relevant policies and current 
conditions.  
 Chapter Four Relevant Fees  

Article Seven: Party A has agreed to submit fees for trading account 
opening and transaction, commission and other service fees to Party B 
as per specified in relevant laws, regulations and business rules.  

.According to the laws and regulations, Party B can submit relevant 
fees and taxes on behalf of Party A.  

http://www.cerx.cn/


Article Eight: Fee standard is subject to the latest version publicized by 
Party B. Party B has the right to adjust the standard as per relevant 
national policies, regulations or market status.  

Chapter Five Funds and Rights  

Article Nine: Party A must open its funds account at Party Bs 
appointed third-party depository and custody institution. This account 
is designated for the emissions trading at Party A. Party A must open 
its equity account at relevant registry of rights. Party B provides 
trading services, settlement, delivery, monitoring of Party A’s 
emissions trading through this account.  

Article Ten:  Party A must deposit enough funds for settlement once 
its funds account has been set up. The deposit of funds shall be 
implemented as per the Third-Party Custody Agreement.  
Article Eleven: Party A must have enough funds when buying 
emissions allowances. Funds include but not limited to funds for 
transaction,  service charge, commissions and other fees payable to 
Party B. Party A must have enough amount of allowances when 
selling. Party A shall have no liability for unsuccessful transaction as a 
result of insufficient rights or funds of Party B.  
Article Twelve: In case of one of the following situations, party B has the 
right to temporarily freeze Party A’s transaction account and funds 
account under which condition Party A will not be able to trade, 
transfer funds or conduct other operations:  

1. Information and licenses provided by Party A have been found to be 
seriously inconsistent with the facts; 

2. Party A’s behaviors  have greatly harmed Party B’s lawful rights and 
interests; 

3. Funds of Party A are found to be illegal;  

4. Order from the law enforcement authority;  
5. Other situations deemed necessary  by CEEX or the supervisory 
institution.  
Party B has the right to terminate the Agreement when one of the 
above situations happens.  

Chapter Six  Trading 



Article Thirteen: Methods to give transaction orders shall be agreed 
by both parties in written form. Methods to give transaction orders 
include transactions over the counter, on-line transaction and other 
legally acceptable methods agreed by Party B. Party A shall fully 
understand all methods of issuing transaction orders and Party B shall 
provide necessary consultancy on them.  

Article Fourteen Identification and other supporting documents of Party 
A or its authorized person specified by Party B must be provided when 
Party A conducts transaction over the counter; otherwise, Party B has 
the right to reject Party A’s transaction order; any consequences shall 
be borne by Party A.  
Party A shall strictly follow Party B’s instruction when transacting off-
the-counter. Losses caused by Party A’s mis-operation are to be 
borne by Party A itself.   

Transaction orders rejected by CEEX system are invalid orders.   
Article Fifteen Party A’s transaction operation shall comply with 
trading rules and other regulations publicized by Party B; Party A shall 
also accept examination, verification and other operation of Party B 
as per rules.  
Article Sixteen Party A shall fully understand relevant trading rules 
before sending out any transaction orders; Party A shall bear any 
responsibilities caused by invalid transaction orders on its own.  

Article Seventeen In case of any of the following circumstances, Party B 
has the right to reject transaction orders sent out by Party A.  

1. Party A is in violation of this Agreement or other agreements and 
contracts signed between both parties; 

2. Party A has insufficient rights or funds in its accounts to complete 
the transaction order; 

3. The implementation of the transaction order will violate relevant 
laws, rules or regulations.  

4. All or part of rights or funds in Party A’ accounts have been 
deducted or frozen by competent judicial or administrative authorities 
which resulted in the failure of the order; 
5. Party B has solid grounds to question the authenticity of the 



transaction order;  
6. The format of the transaction order given by Party A is not 
consistent with Party B’s requirement or the order is not valid according 
to this Agreement.  
7. Emissions trading of Party A have been suspended by Party B as 
agreed in this Agreement.   
8. Other uncontrolled factors or force majeure that have resulted in 
Party Bs inability to process Party A’s order.  
  

Article Eighteen Party A shall immediately inform Party B in case of any 
of the following abnormalities:  

1. Party A is unable to enter the trading system since the opening time; 

2. Incorrect balance in Party A’s funds;  

3. Incorrect balance in Party A’s allowances;  

4. Party A’s password, log-in order or credentials have been used by an 
unauthorized party.  
In case of the above circumstances, Party A shall immediately contact 
Party B to ensure timely resumption of Party A’s normal operation.  
 Article Nineteen Party B accepts Party A’s enquiries on its transaction 
status, changes in the emissions and funds, and shall provide lists of 
relevant information as requested by Party A. All information and 
statistics provided by Party B to Party A as agreed in this Agreement are 
only for Party A’s reference. All results of enquiries and information of 
accounts shall be subject to the stamped statements issued by Party B.  
Article Twenty Results of transaction shall be enquired within three 
days after the trading. Any objections shall be raised to Party B in 
written form on the request day.  

Party A will be regarded to have confirmed the result if no  enquiries or 
objections in written form had been raised within the request period by 
Party A 
Party B can issue detailed transaction report as requested by Party A. 
The delivery time and method of the report are to be decided by both 
parties.  



Article Twenty One On-line transactions refers to the way Party B gives 
transaction orders and obtains transaction results via on-line trading 
system based on the internet; it includes transactions through 
downloaded software and transactions through Party B’s website 
without downloading the software.  
Terminals for on-line transactions include: computer and other devices. 

Article Twenty Two In addition to those common risks of on-line 
transactions, Party A shall be fully aware of risks listed below, without 
limitation.  
1. Interrupts, stops, delays and errors in transaction orders caused by 
internet data transmission or other problems;  
2. Party A’s account or password being stolen or identity being 
misused by unauthorized persons; 

3. Server failure due to internet hackers or other unpredictable factors 
resulting in error or delay in the market quotation or other emissions 
information; 
4. Party A’s network terminal devices or software system may be 
illegally attacked or infected by computer virus, resulting in transaction 
failures;  

5. Party A’s network terminal devices or software system may not be 
compatible with the transaction system, resulting in transaction failures.  

6. Mis-operation or transaction failures may also be caused by the lack 
of on-line transaction experience of Party A.  

Risks above may all bring losses to Party A.  
Article Twenty Three Party A shall open on-line transaction as requested 
by Party B. Party A shall obtain instructions, manuals and information 
relating to the download, installation, and credential application of on-
line transaction software before using them. 
Article Twenty Four Trading accounts, digital credentials or transaction 
passwords are all valid identification documents, as well as valid 
signatures on trusteeship agreement, contracts or other relevant 
agreements. Applications, contracts or agreements signed through on-
line methods will be regarded to have been signed by Party A itself.   

Party A shall properly keep its trading account, digital credential and 



password, as well as prevent leakage of them though any means. Losses 
caused by inappropriate management of them shall be borne by Party A 
itself.  
Article Twenty Five Software used by Party A for on-line transaction 
must be provided or downloaded from sites appointed by Party B. Party 
A shall bear all consequences from using software obtained from 
unauthorized sources.  
  Article Twenty Six Transactions, enquiries or other businesses 
conducted on-line using Party A’s account and password will be 
regarded to be done by Party A. All published agreements and 
reminders for on-line businesses will be regarded to be accepted by 
Party A. Party A shall bear any consequences of on-line trading in its 
name.   
 Article Twenty Seven The limit for a single transaction and the 
maximum allowances which can be traded in a single day shall be in 
accordance with relevant regulations.  

Article Twenty Eight Party A shall use the on-line trading system for its 
own and shall not share its account with others. Party A shall not use 
this system to conduct any agency businesses or charge any fees from it.   
Article Twenty Nine With the development of information technology 
and innovation of emissions market, new transaction methods and 
emissions varieties are increasing constantly. Party B shall consider 
specific situations of any new businesses on the premise that they do 
not violate national laws, rules and industrial regulations, to timely offer 
on-line operation or reservation services of Party A .   
Party A shall enter its account number, passwords and other 
identification information when it opens new transaction methods or 
varieties on-line as per procedures required by Party B. All operation 
passed the verification will be regarded as Party A’s own actions. 
Application forms or agreements signed through on-line system will be 
regarded as signed by Party A and any consequences of them shall be 
borne by Party A.  

Chapter Seven Modif ication and Cancellation 

Article Thirty Party A shall notify Party B in written form of major 



changes in a timely manner. Party A  shall  process the alteration as 
requested by Party B except otherwise agreed in the Third-Party 
Custody Agreement. Major alterations include but not limited to the 
change of the institution name, legal representative, name of the 
natural person, contact, address, identification number, authorized 
person and authorized matters.  

Article Thirty One The only acceptable method of account cancellation 
is to come to Party B’s counter. Party A shall present valid identification 
documents and other documents as required to Party B’s counter and 
sign relevant documents in person. Authorized person of Party A must 
present the authorization letter, valid documents and other required 
documents.  

Article Thirty Two Party A has the right to urge Party B in timely 
processing its account cancellation on the premise that Party A is not in 
violation of any laws and regulation such as unsettled delivery or 
payment, except otherwise agreed by the Third-Party Custody 
Agreement. 
Article Thirty Three When Party B decides to terminate the Agreement 
with Party A, it shall notify Party A in written form with explanations. 
Article Thirty Four Party A shall come to Party B’s place to start 
cancellation procedure when it receives Party B’s notification of 
cancellation.  

Article Thirty Five Party B will not accept any transaction orders apart 
from the selling of allowances of Party A, from Party A has received the 
notice of cancellation to conduct the cancellation procedure.  

Chapter Eight Liabil it ies  and Exceptions 

Article Thirty Six Party B seriously reminds Party A to keep the 
confidentiality of its password. All operations using Party A’s password 
will be regarded as Party As own conducts (including emissions trading, 
funds transfer and information modification, etc.); Party A shall bear all 
economic losses and legal consequences caused by misuse or theft of 
its password.  
Article Thirty Seven Party B is responsible to keep the confidentiality of 
Party A’s account opening documents, transaction matter and records; 



Party B shall not release the mentioned information to any third parties 
without permissions from Party A or competent authorities except for 
those information can be accessed by the bank agreed in the Third-
Party Custody Agreement.  

Party B shall bear any losses or legal consequences caused by the 
unauthorized release of Party A’s information.  

 Article Thirty Eight In case that Party A has lost its identification, digital 
credentials, account card, it shall immediately report to Party B and 
start the loss-report procedure. Party B will not accept any other forms 
of loss report except report in person. Party A shall bear any losses of its 
funds or emissions before the loss report takes effect.   
 Article Thirty Nine Party B shall not bear any compensation liabilities 
for losses caused by earthquake, typhoon, flood, fire, war, plague, social 
chaos and other force majeure.   

Article Forty  For Party A’s losses resulted from unpredictable or 
uncontrollable system faults, equipment failures, communication or 
power breakdowns, other emergencies, and  human factors other than 
Party B, as well as exceptions of liability specified by supervisory 
authorities and industrial institutions, Party B shall not bear any 
compensation liabilities. 

 Article Forty One Party B shall take measures to prevent further losses 
of Party A in a timely manner in case of events specified in Article Thirty 
Nine and Forty.  
 Chapter Nine Dispute Settlement 
Article Forty Two Party A shall be liable for Party B’s losses caused by its 
own defaults. Party B has the priority to be compensated by the 
remaining funds and rights in Party A’s accounts.  
Article Forty Three For any disputes on the inheritance or ownership of 
Party A’s property, Party B shall settle them as per the notarization 
letter or the decision of arbitration.  

Article Forty Four For disputes during the implementation of this 
Agreement, they can be resolved through amicable negotiation 
between both parties or mediation; if no resolution is reached, both 
parties have agreed to resolve to the (  ) method as below: ( Option 2 



will be considered as Party As choice if no choice is indicated by Party A) 
1. Submit to the Arbitration Commission for arbitration. 

2. Bring the case to the Peoples Court where Party B locates.    

Chapter Ten Supplementary Provisions 
Article Forty Five Both parties must strictly follow relevant laws, rules 
and regulations, as well as business rules of CEEX. 

 Article Forty Six Transaction documents of Party A refer to forms filled 
up at the counter and computer records of on-line transactions.  

Article Forty Seven Party B shall maintain transaction documents of 
Party A in the manner and within the period as per relevant laws and 
regulations.  
  Article Forty Eight After the signing of this Agreement, in case of any 
revisions on relevant laws, rules, regulations or business rules of CEEX, 
the revised provisions shall prevail. Other provisions in this Agreement 
shall remain effective.  
   Article Forty Nine  Any revisions, modifications or supplements made 
as per relevant laws, rules, regulations and business rules of CEEX  will 
be notified to Party A through website publication (www.cerx.cn) and 
publication posted in Party B’s venues. Contents publicized will 
automatically become part of this Agreement.  

 Article Fifty In addition to notification methods agreed in provisions 
above, written notifications, phone calls or public announcement is also 
acceptable.  
  Written notification shall become effective upon receipt by the 
notified party; notification made through phone calls shall become 
effective immediately; public announced notification shall become 
effective upon its publication (in Party B’s place of business, website, or 
designated newspapers/ magazines).  
Article Fifty One Interpretations of terms and terminologies shall be 
subject to relevant laws and regulations. If no interpretations are 
available in the above sources, refer to normative documents of 
relevant supervisory authorities, business rules of CEEX or industrial 
regulations.  

Article Fifty Two This Agreement shall be effective from the date of 
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signature and stamp to the cancellation of the account.  
Article Fifty Three If provisions regarding funds deposit and withdrawal 
are inconsistent between this Agreement and the Third-Party Custody 
Agreement, the latter one shall prevail.  
 Article Fifty Four This Agreement is in duplicates. Both parties shall 
hold one original with equal legal effect.  
  

Party A:               Party B: China Emissions Exchange Shenzhen CO,. Ltd 
 

 

  

Signature                                        Signature 
 

 

  

Stamp                                              Stamp 
 

 

        

 

Date:   (Y/M/D)                                 Date:   (Y/M/D) 
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